The Association of the Mediterranean Chambers of Commerce and Industry is the international association that represents the private sector of the Mediterranean, regrouping the Chambers of Commerce and Industry and similar entities of both shores of the region. The Association has presence in Africa, Asia and Europe.

The Association is the voice of the Chambers of Commerce and companies of the Mediterranean before the major institutional, economic and multilateral actors, helping the Chambers to promote themselves and participate with their own voice in the key areas of Mediterranean development and offer a coordinated collaborative response.

The organization promotes the Mediterranean economy in the world, contributes to the economic and social development of the region and strongly encourages Euro-Mediterranean economic integration, through the essential role played by the private sector.

Nowadays, we occupy a prominent place in the field of cooperation between Chambers of Commerce, cities, and companies in the Mediterranean and with other regions in the world.
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Improve your competitiveness through exclusive insights into regional economic scene, trending dilemmas & potential market niches

• Get regular and up-to-date information on the latest news about our programs, events and the activities of our members/stakeholders through our e-newsletter, publications and social media channels.

• ASCAME serves as a hub for information and data about all sectors of the economy, opportunities and much more.

Expand your visibility & international recognition

• Strengthen your brand in the region and abroad in our events.

• Widespread diffusion of your actions and accomplishments through our social media platforms.

• Be part of our discussions; joining #ASCAME hashtag & promote yourself at the forefront of the discussions.

Meet & Greet

• Enhance your connections throughout our network and develop new ones by meeting key stakeholders and multinationals in the region, Europe, Africa and the Middle East – including matchmaking with high-level political figures and leading business representatives.

Position yourself, your organization and/or your brand

• We offer strategic visibility for our members, partners, private sector’s products, and services.

• Over 50,000 companies and 500 institutions; multilateral, regional and international actors have participated throughout the years in ASCAME events and projects.

Steer the discussion

ASCAME’s events provide a dynamic platform to promote the Mediterranean economy and opportunities in the world, and to share your knowledge and expertise as an important regional actor and represent your organization’s vision.

Steer the discussion

• Become a strategic partner for ASCAME events and see your brand reach 3 continents’ business community through tailor-made sponsorship solutions. Free access to conferences and forums as well as negotiated discounts to third party events.

Help your Organization or Chamber to expand in the Mediterranean region

• We can help you expand in the region (Africa, Europe, Asia) by providing you market insight and networking opportunities with industry and decision-makers.

Opportunity to participate in internal activities and events to promote economic development of the Mediterranean basin

• You can be part of any of the 20 ASCAME’s Working Commissions, Round Table Events, and Committees aimed at discussing specific topics of economic development with different experts.

Powerful advocacy

• ASCAME represents the business interests of the Mediterranean Chambers and companies by closely working with policymakers, stakeholders and opinion leaders.

• Permission to use ASCAME corporate logo on your activities.

• Have your logo featured in our channels.

Connect to a platform that is indispensable for sharing experiences & best practices

• Feature your logo on our website www.ascame.org with a link to your profile, website & social media channels.

• Publish communications, activities & opinion articles in our website sections.

Exclusive access to an extensive contact network of hundreds of Mediterranean actors

• Exposure to key stakeholders in both the public and private sector.

Keep in touch

• Following your meetings and active networking, bring home with you the event participation list, enabling you to stay connected with colleagues, collaborators, and potential clients.

Internal activities

• Since 2010, ASCAME has been involved in more than 40 projects; valued at more than €140 millions of investment and affecting key sectors such as investment, trade, tourism, environment, renewable energy, ITS, transport and logistics, textiles, entrepreneurship, tourism or agri-food.

• Our network is a unique platform for business connections and projects’ consortium creation.

• We offer support to analyse projects’ opportunities and ideas by providing “think tanks”.

• Our Association offers trainings and informative workshops (focused on how to design and submit a project proposal).
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ASCAME Member and Network Help Desk

• You can benefit from close attention directed to our members by the Member and Network Help Desk. Members and networkers are able to address us requests that are solved in a proactive, efficient and fast way. The service is useful to establish connections between members, networkers and also third parties.